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As a concept, mobility captures the common impression that one’s lifeworld is in flux, with not only people, but also cultures, objects, capital, businesses, services, diseases, media, images, information, and ideas circulating across (and even beyond) the planet. History tells us the complex story of human mobility – a complex assemblage of movement, social imaginaries, and experience (Cresswell, 2006). People across the globe have long been interconnected, populations have been mobile, and their identities have often been fluid, multiple, and contextualized. It is important to acknowledge the various (historical) forms that mobility has taken, because the ways people move exert strong influences on their culture and society (Casimir and Rao, 1992).

The scholarly literature is replete with metaphors trying to describe (perceived) altered spatial and temporal movements: deterritorialization, reterritorialization, and scapes (Appadurai, 1996); time-space compression (Harvey, 1989), distanciation (Giddens, 1991), or punctuation (Smart and Smart, 2008); the network society and its space of flows (Castells, 2000); the death of distance and the acceleration of modern life (Virilio, 2006); and nomadology (Deleuze and Guattari, 1986). The academic interest in mobility goes hand in hand with theoretical approaches that reject a “sedentarist metaphysics” (Malkki, 1992) in favor of a “nomadic metaphysics” (Cresswell, 2006) and empirical studies on the most diverse kinds of mobilities (Adey et al., 2013), questioning earlier taken-for-granted correspondences between
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peoples, places, and cultures. The way the term is being used, mobility entails, in its coinage, much more than mere physical motion (Marzloff, 2005). Rather, it is seen as movement infused with both self-ascribed and attributed meanings (Frello, 2008). Put differently, mobility can do little on its own until it is materialized through people, objects, words, and other embodied forms. Importantly, mobility means different things to different people in differing social circumstances (Adey, 2010).

Mobilities are central to the structuring of people’s lives. In many parts of the world, mobility is an important way of belonging to today’s society. We can identify multiple types of “movers”: tourists and pilgrims; migrants and refugees; diplomats, businesspeople, and those working for international organizations; missionaries, NGO workers, and people belonging to the most diverse transnational networks; students, teachers, and researchers; athletes and artists; soldiers and journalists; children and partners (and service personnel) accompanying the aforementioned people; and those in the traffic and transport industries who move people (including themselves) across the globe.

Mobility studies call attention to the myriad ways in which people become part, in highly unequal ways, of multiple networks and linkages. Notwithstanding the many kinds of involuntary or forced movements (mostly linked to situations of conflict, persecution, or environmental threat), the currently dominant discourse across the globe still links mobility to three positively valued characteristics: (1) the ability to move; (2) the ease or freedom of movement; and (3) the tendency to change easily or quickly (Salazar, 2010b; Salazar & Glick Schiller, 2014; Salazar and Smart, 2011). This translates into three assumptions, partly influenced by neoliberal and capitalist ideologies, which are widely spread via public discourses and images about globalization: (1) there is (increasing) mobility; (2) mobility is a self-evident phenomenon; and (3) movement generates positive change, often conceived of as an improvement for oneself and one’s kin (e.g., in the case of migrants) or for nonrelated others (e.g., in the case of NGO workers).

It is important to identify not only various forms of boundary-crossing movement but also the (re)production of socially shared meanings through diverse practices of mobility. Many people link voluntary geographical mobility automatically to a symbolic “moving up,” be it economic, social, or cultural. In other words, mobility is believed to be an indicator of the variable access to and accumulation of various types of capital (Bourdieu, 1986). Distinctions are made, which feed back into the production of the social through culturally inflected notions of mobility (e.g., the terms “local” versus “migrant”). Transnational mobility, for instance, is often seen as endemic to globalization and as one of the most powerful stratifying factors, leading to a global hierarchy of movements (Bauman, 1998). In other words, the
movement of people and their various translocal connections may, and often do, create or reinforce difference and inequality, as well as blending or erasing such differences (Salazar, 2010a).

Mobility is not only an object of study, but also an analytical lens, promoted by those who talk about a mobility turn in social theory and who have proposed a new mobilities paradigm to reorient the ways in which we think about society. This mobility turn indicates a perceived transformation of the social sciences in response to the increasing importance of various forms of movement (Urry, 2000; 2007). The new mobilities paradigm incorporates new ways of theorizing how people, objects, and ideas move around by looking at social phenomena through the lens of movement (Hannam et al., 2006). It is a scholarly critique of both theories of sedentism and deterritorialization.

Influential theorists such as Anthony Giddens, Arjun Appadurai, Ulrich Beck, Manuel Castells, Bruno Latour, David Harvey, Zygmunt Bauman, and John Urry all conceive contemporary capitalism and globalization in terms of increasing numbers and varieties of mobility: the fluid, continuous (and often seamless) movement of people, ideas, and goods through and across space (but see Trouillot, 2003 for a critique). Mobility appears self-evidently central to modernity as a key social process, “a relationship through which the world is lived and understood” (Adey, 2010, p. 1). People have come to “imagine that mobility is border crossing, as though borders came first, and mobility, second” (Ludden, 2003, p. 1062). Considering mobility as a natural tendency in society naturalizes it as a fact of life and as a general principle that rarely needs further justification, making reliance on mobility capital the norm. However, any discourse used to discuss questions of mobility is inevitably value-laden (Bergmann and Sager, 2008; Frello, 2008).

Critical analyses of mobility focus attention on the political-economic processes by which people are bounded, emplaced, allowed, or forced to move (Abram et al., 2017; Casas-Cortes et al., 2015; Cunningham and Heyman, 2004). Such studies show how mobility is always materially grounded. The physical movement of people entails not only a measure of economic, social, and cultural mobility, but also a corresponding evolution of institutions and well-determined “circuits of human mobility” (Lindquist, 2009, p. 7). Importantly, the substance of such circuits is “the movement of people (and money, goods, and news, but primarily people) as well as the relative immobility of people who do not travel the circuit” (Rockefeller, 2010, p. 222). To assess the extent or nature of movement, or, indeed, even “observe” it sometimes, one needs to spend a lot of time studying things that stand still (or change at a much slower pace).

Despite all the attention given to it over recent decades, some commentators are of the opinion that “there is still a general failure, especially in the social sciences,
to reflect on the meaning of mobility” (Papastergiadis, 2010, p. 347). Recognizing that the mobilities the world witnesses today are not entirely new processes, what are we really talking about when we look at the current human condition through an analytical mobility lens? Grounded in anthropology’s long-term engagement with issues of mobility (Salazar, 2013b), this article offers some preliminary conceptual reflections surrounding scholarly ideas of mobility. I particularly focus on the scholarly potential offered by the approaches of key concepts and key figures.

Anthropology and (im)mobility

Ideas of mobility have a long history in anthropology (Salazar, 2013a). They are already present in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century transcultural diffusionism, which understood the movement of people, objects, and ideas as an essential aspect of cultural life. While classical anthropology tended to ignore or regard boundary-crossing journeys as deviations from normative place-bound communities, cultural homogeneity, and social integration, discourses of globalization and cosmopolitanism (that became dominant since the end of the Cold War) shifted the pendulum in the opposite direction. As Anna Tsing states, the classical type of anthropology constituted cultures “as essentially immobile or as possessing a mobility that is cyclical and repetitive […] Those with culture are expected to have a regular, delimited occupation of territory. If they move, they must do so cyclically, like transhumant pastoralists or kula-ring sailors” (Tsing, 1993, p. 123). Indeed, mobility was too often limited as a defining characteristic of groups such as hunter-gatherers or traveler-gypsies. It was used as a concept describing physical or abstract movement, not as something implying in and of itself social or cultural change (Farnell, 1999). If older theoretical frameworks were unable to handle interconnection and mobility, this is a problem with the theories, not the mirror of an evolutionary global change (and this critique was also raised by decolonial Latin American authors).

In the 1990s, globalization – theorized in terms of trans-border “flows” – was often promoted as normality, and too much place attachment a digression or resistance against globalizing forces. Mobility became a predominant characteristic of the modern globalized world. This led to a new focus on transnational mobilities that deterritorialize identity. Arjun Appadurai’s (1996) provoking notion of “ethnoscapes”, for instance, privileges mobile transnational groups and individuals, such as migrants, exiles, tourists, and guest workers. As Aihwa Ong (1999, p.

1. Relevant in this context is that Appadurai proposes that globalization fundamentally alters the “movement” of individuals, technology, money, media, and ideas.
4) explains, “Trans denotes both moving through space or across lines, as well as changing the nature of something”. While globalization studies grew in popularity, anthropologists were for a long time absent in the interdisciplinary discussion around mobility studies.

By the turn of the millennium, there were already serious cracks in the master narrative of unfettered mobility, which accompanied the discourse of the benefits and necessity of (economic) globalization. According to Engseng Ho, who studied the movement of an old diaspora across the Indian Ocean over the past five hundred years, “the new anthropology of mobility has reintroduced a teleology of progress that had previously been derided and, so it seemed, discarded [...] Yet societies, cultures, and religions have been mobile for a long time” (Ho, 2006, p. 10). Anthropologists also questioned the nature of mobility itself because “neglecting the practices that create the objects and processes of mobility leads analysts to miss alternative constructions that seriously challenge neat and teleological narratives of globalization” (Maurer, 2000, p. 688).

The ability to move “freely” is spread very unevenly within countries and across the planet. For the very processes that produce movement and global linkages also promote immobility, exclusion, and disconnection (Cunningham and Heyman, 2004; Salazar and Smart, 2011; Söderström et al., 2013). This presents a serious criticism to the overgeneralized discourse that assumes “without any research to support it that the whole world is on the move, or at least that never have so many people, things and so on been moving across international borders” (Friedman, 2002, p. 33). Transnational travels remain the exception rather than the norm. Critically engaged anthropologists were among the first to point out that contemporary forms of mobility need not at all signify privilege (Amit, 2007). The boundaries people are faced with are not only related to a lack of resources (mostly economic) but can also be linked to social class, gender, age, lifestyle, ethnicity, nationality, and disability – all of which have been discussed by anthropological research in some way or other. In what follows, however, I zoom in on two conceptual approaches.

2. As a reaction to this perceived gap, I founded, in 2009, the Cultural Mobilities Research (CuMoRe) cluster at the University of Leuven. This coincided with the start of the Open Anthropology Co-operative Anthropology and Mobility group, which was institutionalized in 2010 as the eASA Anthropology and Mobility Network (commonly known as AnthroMob).

3. Geographers such as Doreen Massey (1993, p. 62) long pointed to the “politics of mobility and access” and how “the mobility and control of some groups can actively weaken other people”.

4. The argument of a general increase in human mobility across time is contested. At the same time, it is undeniable that patterns of mobility are changing, whereby some types of movement may lose ground to others.
Keywords as an analytical approach

The origin of the notion keyword is sometimes traced to Michel Bréal’s *Semantics: studies in the science of meaning* (1964). This French philologist set out to figure out the laws that govern changes in the meaning of words. It was only later that scholars began to turn their attention to the synchronic study of meaning too. In his seminal work *Keywords: a vocabulary of culture and society* (1976), Raymond Williams explored the changing meanings and contexts of the pivotal terms used in discussions of culture (beginning with the notion of culture itself). In his introduction, he identified keywords “in two connected senses. They are significant, binding words in certain activities and their interpretation; they are significant, indicative words in certain forms of thought. Certain uses bound together certain ways of seeing culture and society” (Williams, 1976, p. 15). The legacy of the groundbreaking work of Williams on the meaning construction of keywords lives on in the “Keywords Project”, a collaborative research initiative of Jesus College, University of Cambridge, and the University of Pittsburgh and in the publication *Key words: Journal of the Raymond Williams Society*.

Importantly, keywords are “essentially contested concepts” (Gallie, 1956); that is, they never acquire a closed or final meaning (not even within one domain or discipline). The meaning of a keyword is never settled until it truly disappears from common use or its scholarly paradigm goes into decline. As keywords acquire new meanings, they do not shed old ones. Historically, keywords accumulate meanings, sometimes contradictory ones, and even when one is dominant, others stay available and can be reaffirmed. Moreover, keywords rarely shift their meaning in isolation but do this in conjunction with others. Revising *Keywords* himself for a second edition, which included twenty-one additional concepts, Williams (1985, p. 27) reaffirmed his “sense of the work as necessarily unfinished and incomplete”. The sharing of a word across differing domains of thought and experience was often imperfect, he noted, but this very roughness and partiality indicated that the word brought something significant to discussions of “the central processes of our common life” (*Idem*, p. 27).

Various scholars have played with the concept of keywords to clarify their theoretical framework. Jean Baudrillard’s *Passwords* (2003) and Gilles Deleuze’s 1988–1989 televised *Abécédaire* (2011) are but two known examples. In August 2011, the Wenner-Gren journal, *Current Anthropology*, presented a set of articles about keywords in anthropology, namely neoliberal agency, consumption, identity, and flow. In the editorial introduction to the theme, Mark Aldenderfer reminded

---

the reader that keywords are often multilayered. While some are “commonly encountered in everyday language,” others have “special, more restricted meanings, such as is often the case in their scholarly use” (Aldenderfer, 2011, p. 487). From an academic perspective, it is important “to identify the meanings the term has taken and to show how these meanings are transformed when new intellectual perspectives and paradigms make their appearance” (Idem, p. 487). In the reply to his own contribution in Current Anthropology, David Graeber sketches the history that led to the special section. According to him, it was Lauren Leve’s idea “to study those theoretical terms that were not, really, being debated – or often, really, defined – and why” (Graeber, 2011, p. 508).

Mobility as keyword

Is mobility itself an important keyword? Williams did not think so. However, it does appear in the New keywords volume, published thirty years after the original version (Berland, 2005). There, it is described as expressing “different, sometimes contradictory meanings underlying our most fundamental beliefs about progress, freedom, individuation, and power” (Idem, p. 217). Mobility is acknowledged as a key concept in globalization studies, where it is seen as “an overarching consideration rather than any particular theory” (Mooney and Evans, 2007, p. 166). It also appears in the 2013 edition of Theory in social and cultural anthropology (Salazar, 2013b). The journal Cultural Studies showcased an interesting project, entitled “New keywords: migration and borders” (Casas-Cortes et al., 2015). The idea behind this collaborative writing endeavor is to call critical attention to the ever-increasing prominence of migration and borders as key notions for apprehending culture and society in our contemporary (global) present.

While people have always been on the move, human mobilities have been variously valued and interpreted through time and within as well as across cultures and societies. In addition, the sociocultural meanings attached to (im)mobility are very often gendered (Uteng & Cresswell, 2008). Even though many translocal mobilities have evolved from voluntary opportunities to almost an economic necessity, it is still a widespread idea that much of what is experienced as “freedom” lies in mobility (Bergmann and Sager, 2008). Partly influenced by market-based ideologies, translocal mobilities have become a new stratifying factor, producing a global hierarchy of movements. As more people cross physical and social boundaries, authorities and institutions resort to various infrastructures and regimes of mobility to maintain control (Salazar and Glick Schiller, 2014). This causes multiple frictions with people’s motility, their agency to be mobile and to choose whether to move or to stay put.
(Kaufmann et al., 2004). Mobility studies, with its emphasis on agency, capital, regimes, and stratification, enriches current understandings of globalization, transnationalism, political economy, the role of cities, and circulation. Certain key concepts have been used, often by scholars from various disciplines (Adey et al., 2013), but a comprehensive working vocabulary of these has not been fully developed.

In his formative work, Williams recognized that due to certain social forces, “in certain words, tones and rhythms, meanings [were] offered, felt for, tested, confirmed, asserted, qualified, changed” (Williams, 1976, p. 12). He sought meanings to formerly understood words through examination of general discussions and separated disciplines, a process which “posed new questions and suggested new kinds of connection” (Idem, p. 14). The edited volume Keywords of mobility: critical engagements (Salazar and Jayaram, 2016) is an attempt to offer an accessible and readable introduction to some of the central terms and debates that shape the study of mobility today, insisting that those debates can be enhanced by an increased understanding of the genealogies of their structuring terms and the conflicts and disagreements embedded in differing and even contradictory uses of those concepts.

The keywords covered in Salazar and Jayaram’s volume are capital, cosmopolitanism, freedom, gender, immobility, infrastructure, motility, and regime. Every chapter has the same basic elements: a brief review of the genealogy of the term, an in-depth conceptual reflection on how the term is used in relation to mobility, and ethnographic examples that illustrate the issues at hand. Wherever possible and relevant, the authors also cross-reference to other keywords. As the chapters show, questions about the meaning of keywords extend beyond language, narrowly construed, and need connecting with a world that is outside text. The book confirms that the creative combination of empirical data with conceptual reflection offers a unique contribution to the scholarly investigation of keywords, whether it is applied to a particular domain (such as mobility) or in general.

Key figures of mobility

A related methodology to the one of keywords was used by Joshua Barker and Johan Lindquist (2009) in their multi-authored essay “Figures of Indonesian modernity”, published in the Cornell-based journal Indonesia (a project that they later expanded to the whole of Southeast Asia (Barker et al., 2014). Inspired by the work of Williams, they propose “key figures” as “particular sites that allow access to ideological formations and their contestations” (Barker & Lindquist, 2009, p.

6. So far, the volume has been reviewed in Transfers (Lipset, 2017) and in Refuge (Nelson, 2017).
36). Interestingly, many of the figures covered in their article are directly related to mobility: the TKW (Tenaga Kerja Wanita), or overseas female labor migrant, who embodies the contradictions of class and gender mobility; the petugas lapangan, or field agent, who functions as an informal labor recruiter for transnational migrants; and Pak Haji, or Mr. Hajj, who wears the white cap that proclaims he has made the pilgrimage to Mecca.

Such an approach offers a more analytical perspective rather than a decisive theory. A figure in general not only connotes a representation of an (ideal-type) person but also a lived experience of a particular kind. After all, a figure is “a real person who also is a symbol that embodies the structures of feeling of a particular time and place” (Lindquist, 2015, p. 163). Figures act as concept-metaphors, in both daily life and academic discourse, whose ambiguity “orient us towards areas of shared exchange” (Moore, 2004, p. 73). At the same time, figures are potentially more loaded than other concepts in the scholar’s toolbox due to the semantic blurring between abstract ideal types (which tend to be oversimplified and misleading) and persons as living beings.

Following Barker and Lindquist’s (2009) extension of Williams’ approach to “key figures”, Jamie Coates and I set out to scrutinize the figures that have been used to conceptualize human mobility (Salazar and Coates, 2017). Figures of mobility act as conceptual shorthand in contemporary scholarly debates, allowing social theorists to relate broad-scale phenomena to the human condition. Figures of mobile people have been used to describe both self and other in the social sciences and humanities for a long time (Peters, 2006). Travel in general has been a dominant metaphor for rational thought from de Montaigne to Rousseau (Van den Abbeele, 1992) and many of the figures commonly used are marked by gender, class, ethnicity and culture (Benhabib and Resnik, 2009; Braidotti, 1994; Kaplan, 1996). This repeated usage highlights how these figures have become “keywords”, in the sense of Williams (1976), which typify the vocabulary constituting mobility studies today. We interrogated six key figures that have inspired theorization in mobility research (and beyond): the nomad (Deleuze and Guattari, 1986), the exile (Said, 2000), the pilgrim (Bauman, 1996),

---

7. Lindquist (2015, p. 162) explains the difference between “figure” (an ethnographically and historically situated example) and “type” (a cross-cultural theoretical exemplar) as follows: “While the figure is contingent on a specific socio-historical context, the type consciously accentuates particular characteristics in order to form the basis for comparison”.

8. For an alternative view, see Nail, who defines a figure (in his example “the migrant”) “not as a ‘type of person’ or fixed identity but a mobile social position or spectrum that people move into and out of under certain social conditions of mobility” (Nail, 2015, p. 235).

9. To get a better grasp of how the concept of travel, in general, has influenced the discipline of anthropology, it is worth comparing the work of Lévi-Strauss (1955) with that of Clifford (1997).
the tourist (MacCannell, 1976), the pedestrian (De Certeau, 1984) and the flaneur (Benjamin, 1996).

The trope of the “figure” is apt here, given how strongly imaginaries of mobility tend to personify the concept (Salazar, 2011). Just think of migrants, whose attributed identities are defined by their supposed mobility, while in practice their mobility is often curtailed. The imaginaries attached to key figures are not only influential in academia, they also do their work in policy circles. In the case of the EU, for instance, a small minority of (hyper)mobile Europeans lies at the heart of EU conceptualizations and idealizations of flexible European citizenship. They are highly symbolic of some of the ideas of a unified Europe conceived by the founding fathers of European integration (Favell, 2008). They are not statistically significant enough to alter aggregate social mobility charts, but symbolically the very emblem of the de-nationalized Europe that the EU has enabled. They embody the process, flux, and change that the EU has released, albeit around the edges of European society.

Discussion

There is no single model or grand theory that can explain the complexity of mobility, certainly not on a global scale. Mobility studies urgently needs “methodological tools and paradigms which can respond to modern systems of mobility but do not in themselves necessarily reify such systems” (Vergunst, 2011, p. 204). Indeed, the cultural assumptions, meanings, and values attached to (im)mobility need to be empirically problematized rather than assumed (Lubkemann, 2008; Salazar, 2010b). Ideological values attached to human mobility are not limited to the academic or social world and people do not necessarily accept the dominant mobility discourse that is imposed upon them (Salazar and Jayaram, 2016).

The key concepts and key figures approaches, outlined above, show the impossibility of there being one kind of mobility: it depends on what makes people mobile, their relations with the places they come from and those to which or through which they move as well as the reasons that they move. Mobility gains meaning through its embeddedness within societies, culture, politics, and histories (which are themselves,

10. Imaginaries can be defined as socially shared and transmitted representational assemblages that interact with people’s personal imaginings and are used as meaning-making and world-shaping devices (Salazar, 2014).

11. The problem most people have with migrants is not related to their mobility (movements back and forth) but to the common assumption that they only move once and are “here” to stay (in the sense of permanent settlement) (Salazar, 2016). The category “migrant” is as problematic as its opposite (Jónsson, 2011).
to a certain extent, mobile). Alongside gender, class, race, ethnicity, age, nationality, language, religion, lifestyle, disability and geopolitical groupings, mobility has become a key difference- and otherness-producing machine, involving significant inequalities of speed, risk, rights, and status, with both mobile and immobile people being engaged in the construction of complex politics of location and movement (Salazar and Smart, 2011).

Moreover, we need to challenge conceptual orientations built on binaries of difference that have impeded analyses of the interrelationship between mobility and stasis (Salazar and Glick Schiller, 2014). Sociocultural anthropologists are well equipped to challenge the (western) assumptions embedded within much current mobility theory. Founding fathers such as Franz Boas and Bronislaw Malinowski, while missing the extent to which their own epistemological project was predicated on their own mobility, showed how the liminal positioning of anthropologists among the humanities and social sciences, with constant methodological and theoretical boundary crossings, offers promise for a fruitful holistic and grounded ethnographic analysis (Salazar, 2013a). Such an approach can help us answer the important question how closely figures and concepts of mobility must represent ethnographic realities to have analytical power.
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Abstract

Theorizing mobility through concepts and figures

As a concept, mobility captures the common impression that one’s lifeworld is in flux, with not only people, but also cultures, objects, capital, businesses, services, diseases, media, images, information, and ideas circulating across (and even beyond) the planet. The scholarly literature is replete with metaphors trying to describe (perceived) altered spatial and temporal movements: deterritorialization, reterritorialization, and scapes; time-space compression, distantiation, or punctuation; the network society and its space of flows; the death of distance and the acceleration of modern life; and nomadology. Scholars have used figures of mobile people, too, from nomads to pilgrims, to describe both self and other in the social sciences and humanities for a long time. Taking the societal implications of various forms of mobility seriously and not as a given, the critical discussion of mobility concepts and figures presented here helps us to assess the analytical purchase of the conceptual perspective of mobility studies to normalize movement within the single category of “mobility.”

Keywords: Mobility; Theory; Conceptualization; Figures; Anthropology.
Resumo

Teorizando a mobilidade: conceitos e figuras

Como conceito, a mobilidade capta a impressão do senso comum de que o mundo da vida está em fluxo, uma vez que não apenas pessoas, mas também culturas, objetos, capital, negócios, serviços, doenças, mídia, imagens, informações e ideias estariam circulando pelo (e mesmo além) do planeta. A literatura acadêmica está repleta de metáforas que tentam descrever movimentos, no tempo e no espaço, que sofrem alterações (e como tal são percebidos): desterritorialização, reterritorialização e fluxos; compressão espaço-tempo, distanciamento ou pontuações; sociedade em rede e seus espaços de fluxos; a morte da distância e a aceleração da vida moderna; e nomadologia. Acadêmicos também têm recorrido, há muito, a figuras que remetem a pessoas em movimento, desde nômades até peregrinos, para descrever tanto o self quanto o outro nas ciências sociais e nas humanidades. Ao trazer para o centro da cena as implicações das mobilidades sobre a sociedade, a discussão crítica em torno dos conceitos e figuras de linguagem relativos à mobilidade, aqui apresentados, ajuda-nos a avaliar a aquisição analítica da perspectiva conceitual dos estudos de mobilidade que tentam apreender todo movimento sob a categoria única de “mobilidade”. Palavras-chave: Mobilidade; Teoria; Conceituação; Figuras de linguagem; Antropologia.
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